PK- INFPAK 1 (4 Pack) Packing Instructions

(PRE-ASSEMBLED KIT)
“INFECTA PAK 1 (4 PACK)”

4G/CLASS 6.2/**
USA/+AX5519
**(DOM)

Shipper must ensure that content is compatible with all packaging materials. For air shipment of liquids, containers must be capable of meeting pressure requirements. IATA DGR 5.0.2.12.3 requires the use of a leak-proof liner for all liquid shipments. Deviations from any part of this Packing Instruction may void the UN certification. Please consult 49 CFR for record retention requirement. See current IATA packing instructions (Class 6) for toxic and infectious packaging. If further information is required, contact ICC The Compliance Center Inc at 1-888-442-9628.

Packaging Components:
1. Printed Outer Box (8-1/2” x 8-1/2” x 7-1/4”) (1)
2. Corrugated 4 Chamber Divider/Insert (1)
3. (4) 95 KPA, 1-pint (2-1/2” x 6-1/4”) HDPE Screw-Cap Bottles w/Lined Caps (1)
4. 5-Hole Foam Insert (OPTIONAL) (1)
5. (4) White fiberboard Screw-Cap mailing tubes, seemed bottom & metal lids (3-1/8” x 6-3/8”)

Assembly Instructions:
1. Remove Mailing Tubes/Plastic Bottles from the kit.
2. Remove the plastic bottles from inside the mailing tubes
3. Remove caps from plastic bottles.
4. Place primary vials in cushioning material into the plastic bottles.
   Insert absorbent with the primaries
   (Optional) Insert 5-hole foam inserts into the plastic bottles.
   Place primaries in the cutouts of the foam inserts-add absorbent.
5. Tightly secure the lined caps onto the plastic bottles (70 lbs torque recommended).
   Adding a strip of tape around the caps is suggested to insure security of the specimen.
6. Place the plastic bottles inside the mailing tubes & secure the metal lids on the tubes.
7. Insert the mailing tube w/bottle into each chamber of the preprinted Infekta Pak 1(4 Pack) box. Secure the top flap of the box with a sealing tape.
8. A SHIPPERS DECLARATION FORM IS REQUIRED WITH THIS PACKAGE!
   Attach the form on the blank side of the box with an adhesive envelope.